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Dear Friends, 

It gives me great pleasure to introduce India’s 
leading cosmetics brand Colorbar in the UK.  
With over 1600+ outlets across India, Colorbar is a  
well recognised name across categories of makeup, 
skincare, accessories and bags. The brand stands 
for discovering your inner magic and celebrates  
who you really are!

Colorbar has pioneered in innovation and  
high-end sustainable formulas to cover all beauty 
and skincare needs. Created with love, we present 
the best quality beauty products that deliver the 
most brilliant colours and luxurious textures.  
Our ISO certified products are manufactured in 
France, Germany, Italy, Korea and the United States 
in the same facilities where international brands 
like Mac, Charlotte Tilbury, Bobby Brown, Nars and 
Fenty Beauty are formulated. We conform with US, 
EU, UK, Japan and FDA regulations. We have taken 
a strong stance for high quality products and ensure 
each Colorbar product is dermatologically tested, 
cruelty free and vegan. 

I set up Colorbar with the vision to ignite the fearless 
belief in oneself. I hope to see our cosmetics 
become part of your daily routine, your most trusted 
companion, your BFF to get you going for the day! 
Let Colorbar be a means of expression and a way  
to bring out your unique style. Let it be the reason  
to be cheeky, be bold and be gorgeous all day long! 

Make the magic happen, every day!

Yours, 

Samir Modi 
Founder and Director 
Modicare International Limited
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SKINCARE AND MAKEUP 
Colorbar is a leading cruelty free beauty brand 
developed with the promise of providing world-class, 
innovative products in a wide range of colours. We 
believe that beauty extends beyond its conventional 
conformity and while every individual is extraordinary 
and reflects their own unique style, we focus on 
crafting beauty solutions to further enhance their 
oomph. Our brand philosophy is to help discover the 
inner magic within you and Be Who You Want To Be. 
By offering the largest colour portfolio in the world, 
Colorbar pays tribute to the diversity in each one of 
you. With over 1000 colours to choose from, we cater 
to every gender, colour, skin and face so that you can 
claim your perfect shade. We are always in constant 
search for the best and most innovative products in 
the world to give the best service and experience to 
you. Our products are produced and packaged in 
France, Germany, Italy, Korea and the United States  
of America, so that we can deliver the most brilliant 
colours, luxurious textures and effective results.  
We are ISO certified and conform with US, EU, UK,  
Japan and FDA regulations. 
Colorbar delivers a rich beauty experience with 
the widest range of sustainable and award winning 
products. Presently Colorbar holds 18 Awards, which 
includes international recognitions and is testimony  
to Colorbar’s commitment to spreading love and joy  
to every life it touches! The accolades continue to pour 
in with Colorbar holding two Guinness World Records 
for achieving impossible feats in the world of beauty. 
Formulated in Italy, Colorbar’s three unique skincare 
regimes are created to repair and regenerate skin 
from within, spruce up hydration and fight the signs of 
ageing for the flawless complexion you have always 
dreamt of. Enhance your daily beauty rituals with 
exquisite products and get makeup-ready skin with 
every application.
Colorbar adheres to the Clean Beauty Promise.  
All the products are dermatologically tested, PETA 
certified cruelty free and 100% vegetarian. Colorbar’s 
safest formulas conform to the European Union and 
FDA regulations.



TIMELESS LIFT REGIME
Anti-ageing youthful radiance
Feel the power of VitaLift - a patented complex 
formulation rich in skin-loving nutrients that boosts 
collagen production and protects skin from ageing. 
The special formulation deeply nourishes to promote 
cell regeneration and repair skin from within, leaving 
you with youthful radiance!
Contents made in Italy 
100% Vegetarian | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically 
Tested | Preservative Free | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK and FDA regulations 

MIRACLE LIFTING DAY CRÈME
TLDC001
Protect your skin from premature ageing with 
lightweight Day Crème with VitaLift that stimulates  
the production of collagen and elastin. It hydrates the 
skin while the SPF 15 protects skin from damaging  
UV-rays. Nourish daily to get firm, bright and youthfully 
radiant skin.
Usage Results# 
Immediately - 95% said skin felt more supple, soft and 
hydrated. 
After 1 week - 80% felt their skin tone and texture improving. 
After 4 weeks - 70% felt their skin looks more youthful and 
healthy. 

MIRACLE NIGHT RESTORING CRÈME 
TLNC001
Restores your skin’s youthful glow while you sleep 
with luxurious anti-ageing Night Crème that works 
to repair and renew the skin’s natural barrier. Its 
intensely nourishing formula makes skin feel rested 
and youthful. 
Usage Results# 
Immediately - 90% loved the soft luxurious texture and 
instant hydration.
After 1 week - 75% felt improvement in skin texture.
After 4 weeks - 70% felt their skin looked well rested, 
elastic and toned up.
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#Test results were based on self-assessment on 220  women after  
4 weeks of twice-daily usage.



MIRACLE PORE MINIMIZING MIST 
TLMM002
Minimise appearance of fine lines and pores with the 
anti-ageing Pore Minimizing Mist. The feather-light 
formula with unique blend of vitamins hydrates to 
prepare skin for rapid action of the serum.
Usage Results# 
Immediately - 95% instantly loved the freshness and light 
texture of the mist. 
After 1 week - 80% felt their skin stayed more hydrated for  
a longer time. 
After 4 weeks - 65% felt their pores appeared smaller and 
skin looked more energized.

MIRACLE UNDER-EYE RECOVERY 
CONCENTRATE
TLEC001
Reduce signs of ageing with ultra-lightweight  
Under-Eye Recovery Concentrate loaded with 
vitamins. It repairs tissues from within, stimulates 
microcirculation and nourishes delicate under-eye 
areas so that you can say bye bye to under eye bags, 
dark circles and wrinkles.
Usage Results# 
Immediately - 90% loved the massage experience with our 
special cooling applicator.
After 1 week - 75% felt an improvement in texture and their 
skin felt more smooth and calm.
After 4 weeks - 60% felt an improvement in lines and 
puffiness.

MIRACLE LIFTING SERUM 
TLMS001 
Restore firmness of your skin with this highly 
concentrated Lifting Serum enhanced with VitaLift that 
stimulates production of collagen to repair skin from 
within. Its anti-ageing formula penetrates deep within 
the layers of skin giving you a youthful glow. 
Usage Results# 
Immediately - 95% instantly loved the light-weight, 
non-sticky sensorial texture.
After 1 week - 80% felt there was improvement in skin 
texture and suppleness. 
After 4 weeks - 70% felt their skin appeared more firm, 
sculpted and radiant.
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#Test results were based on self-assessment on 220  women after  
4 weeks of twice-daily usage.



BLUE LIGHT DEFENSE REGIME
All about skin healing
Invisible blue light rays emitted from your digital 
devices, such as smartphone, laptop, television 
and tablet disturb skin’s natural barrier function, 
accelerating signs of ageing. Energise your skin’s 
defence and fight harmful effects of blue light rays  
with path-breaking, gender-neutral Blue Light Defense.  
The Carotolino active (a combination of beta-carotene, 
carrot root extract and carrot seed oil) present in 
Blue Light Defense is known to cleanse, detoxify and 
hydrate lustreless skin. It is also powered with 100% 
naturally derived Pentavitin that binds into skin to 
strengthen its barrier function and detoxifies skin  
from the effects of blue light exposure. 
Actives made in USA and Switzerland
Vegan | 100% Vegetarian | Cruelty Free  
| Dermatologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK and FDA regulations 

EVERYDAY FACIAL CLEANSER 
BLF001
Detoxify your skin with the gentle facial cleanser 
which, ensures your skin is not deprived of its natural 
oils and moisture. It deeply cleanses, bringing back 
natural radiance of the skin. 

RESURFACING INSTANT SCRUB FACIAL 
BLF002 
Made with gentle, 100% natural soft charcoal beads, 
the scrub detoxifies dead skin build-up caused by  
blue light exposure, rendering glowing soft skin 
instantly.

CLEAR SOLUTION COFFEE MASQUE 
BLF003 
Get instant rejuvenation with the clarifying masque 
that neutralises free radicals produced by blue light 
exposure. Made with natural, mineral-rich clay, with 
familiar morning coffee flavour, it sucks out impurities, 
leaving you and your skin fresh and hydrated. 

SKIN SHIELD SERUM OIL 
BLF004
Soak up your skin with the lightweight and  
non-greasy Skin Shield Serum that has multi-fold 
benefits of omega-rich oils, including argan oil,  
rosehip oil, chamomile oil, lavender oil and canola oil.  
The brilliant orange serum wraps your skin in a 
protective shield, keeping blue light pollution away. 

LUMINOUS MOISTURISING CRÈME 
BLF005
Protect your skin with the multi-functional and  
light-weight Luminous Moisturising Crème that 
instantly hydrates and repairs skin. Fight the daily 
stress caused by blue-light exposure and protect  
your skin from premature signs of ageing, loss of 
elasticity and dehydration.
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WATER BOMB REGIME
100% re-energises thirsty skin
Powered with super-quenching H20 Vita Water 
Bomb Skincare range is developed with technology 
that delivers 72 hours of instant and continuous 
hydration to the skin. The Marine Actives present in 
Water Bomb stimulates hyaluronic acid synthesis for 
quick hydration, whereas Swiss Glacier Water carries 
essential minerals that deeply re-hydrate dry and dull 
skin. The Cloudberry (sourced from the Alpine region) 
known for anti-oxidant and soothing properties, 
brightens and energises dull complexion, while 
Ficucell Vita defends premature ageing and increases 
skin firmness and elasticity. This magic product range 
targets dry and dull lack-lustre skin to leave it  
moisture-locked and ready to glow!
Contents made in Italy
Vegan | 100% Vegetarian | Cruelty Free  
| Dermatologically Tested | Preservative Free  
| Paraben Free | PETA Certified

MAGIC WATER PRIMER
WBPR002 
The silky feather-light glow primer delivers instant 
hydration and protects skin from pollutants. Vita Te, 
the tea extract present in the primer, fights damage 
caused by pollution. The light-diffusing microspheres 
of primer visibly reduce the wrinkled appearance while 
the hazelnut oil softens, moisturises and regenerates 
dehydrated skin. The innovative soft-pink gel bursts 
into water droplets and transforms skin into a smooth 
canvas, ideal for long-lasting makeup application.

MAGIC WATER CRÈME 
WBC001  
COMING SOON
A weightless glow moisturiser that delivers instant and 
continuous hydration that lasts up to 72 hours. Daily 
application increases skin elasticity, while defending 
against premature ageing. It stimulates aquaporin 
and locks skin moisture giving it a soft and hydrated 
appearance. The innovative soft-blue texture bursts 
into tiny water droplets that melt into skin, giving it a 
breathtakingly fresh glow! 

THIRST QUENCHING MASQUE 
WBM003  
COMING SOON
An overnight sleeping masque hydrates dull and  
thirsty skin to revive its radiance. Fully loaded with  
super-quenching actives, the refreshing masque  
works all night long to provide instant water rush and  
healthy-looking glow. Powered with innovative H20 
Vita Complex, it provides all day hydration, thus 
increasing elasticity and enhancing skin radiance.  
The Desert Rose present in the masque protects  
and deeply repairs dry skin. This go-to masque can  
be used for overnight hydration boost or for  
10-minute SOS moisture fix. 
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HYDRA WHITE REGIME
Hydration and even skin promise
Illuminate your skin with Hydra White™ Range, 
powered with Illumeskin Whitening™ Complex - a 
patented complex known to boost long-lasting 
hydration. It brightens up the skin with its 4D action 
that blocks production of melanin, stimulates collagen 
synthesis, protects skin from UV damage and 
improves skin dullness. Nourish daily with Hydra White 
and reclaim that intense whitening radiance!
Contents made in Italy
100% Vegetarian | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically 
Tested | Paraben Free | Conforms with UK and FDA 
regulations 

INTENSE WHITENING HYDRATING  
FOAM CLEANSER  
SCHF014
Remove all traces of dirt and impurities with  
ultra-gentle Foam Cleanser. The foaming cleanser 
removes makeup, without dehydrating skin. 

INTENSE WHITENING HYDRATING TONER 
SCHT015
Purify your skin from deep within with the intense 
Hydrating Toner that balances the skin’s moisture  
level and gives an even skin tone. 

INTENSE WHITENING HYDRATING  
ANTI-SPOT SERUM 
SCHS012
Reduce spots and minimise skin discolouration with 
the hydrating weightless Anti-Spot Serum, which 
leaves skin clear and hydrated. 

INTENSE WHITENING HYDRATING  
UNDER-EYE SERUM 
SCHE016
Reduce dark circles and pigmentation around eyes 
with the weightless Under-Eye Serum. The hydrating 
serum nourishes, brightens and hydrates delicate 
under-eye areas.

INTENSE WHITENING HYDRATING  
DAY LOTION 
SCHL010
Get clearer skin with weightless non-comedogenic 
Day Lotion, which minimises discolouration and  
gently hydrates the skin, leaving it clearer with  
every application. 

INTENSE WHITENING HYDRATING  
DAY CRÈME
SCHC011
Get crystal clear skin with light and non-greasy  
Day Crème, which actively minimises dark spots and 
discolouration. The non-comedogenic formula also 
delivers a surge of long-lasting hydration, leaving skin 
soft and smooth.

INTENSE WHITENING HYDRATING 
NIGHT CRÈME 
SCHE017
Rejuvenate your skin with non-greasy, ultralight  
Night Crème that deeply hydrates, repairs and restores 
damage caused by environmental aggressors. 
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ARGAN OIL
7-in-1 ethereal oil
AO001 
Known as Liquid Gold, the Argan Oil contains precious 
Moroccan argan oil, along with 7 other nourishing oils, 
known to preserve youthful glow. The oil rich in  
Omega 3 and Vitamins A, B, D and E helps in reducing 
signs of ageing, stretch marks and uneven skin tones. 
Since ancient times, the fast absorbing formula has 
been used to keep skin, hair and nails healthy.
The power of Liquid Gold.
A century old Moroccan secret for beautiful skin, the 
Earth C7 Argan Oil is a blend of argan oil, almond oil, 
jojoba oil, sesame oil, walnut oil, tulsi extract oil and 
wheatgerm oil. The argan oil, rich in Omega 3 and 
6 and essential fatty acids, retains the elasticity of 
youthful skin and targets stretch marks and cellulite 
build-up. Walnut oil contains Vitamins B and E that are 
essential for skin cells to build collagen - the protein 
that retains skin’s youthful appearance. Almond oil, 
rich in Vitamin A, helps in preventing the growth of 
acne. Tulsi oil extract and jojoba oils have antibacterial 
properties that reduce inflammation caused by acne. 
Sesame seed oil is a rich source of zinc, an antioxidant 
that protects skin from pollutants and free-radical 
damage. Wheat germ oil contains Vitamin A, B and D 
which help to heal dry, dehydrated skin. 
Actives from Morocco and Germany
100% Vegetarian | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically 
Tested | Preservative Free | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK and FDA regulations
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CELLULAR DRY OIL
Skin boosting and illuminating treatment 
CCD001 
Immerse your skin in the sheer lightweight luxury  
of our unique oil complex. Formulated in Korea  
with a unique combination of powerful and patented 
ingredients, it contains a blend of pure essential oils 
that lock in the natural moisture of your skin without 
weighing it down with an oily residue. It leaves your 
skin energised, smooth and radiant. Cellular Dry Oil 
could be used as a moisturiser on its own, or with 
other products for a boost of hydration. Made with 
100% recyclable and compostable packaging, the 
oil is not only good for your skin, but also for the 
environment! 
Contents made in Korea
100% Vegetarian | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically 
Tested | Preservative Free | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK and FDA regulations 
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STAY THE DAY FINISHING MIST
Holy grail setting spray
SCSM006 
Give instant punch to your skin with ultra-light 
revitalising Stay The Day Finishing Mist. With its  
skin-adhesion formula, the mist seals makeup in 
place with a single spritz. Enriched with witch hazel, 
chamomile and caffeine, it serves as an instant  
pick-me-up for dull, dry skin. 
Say goodbye to creasy and flaky make-up; get 
hydrated and toned skin with a single spray  
of the mist!
Contents made in Italy 
100 % Vegetarian | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically 
Tested | Paraben Free | Conforms with UK and FDA 
regulations 
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FACE THE SUN BROAD 
SPECTRUM DAILY FACE 
PROTECTOR
Invisible sunblock SPF 50+
FSS001 
Protect your face from damaging UVA/UVB rays with 
weightless sun screen loaded with SPF 50+ PA ++++ 
broad-spectrum protection. The hydrating formula is 
boosted with olive leaf extract and Vitamin E for further 
nourishment.
The light-weight and water-resistant formula spreads 
evenly and absorbs easily, thus protecting better. 
The skin looks naturally toned up and moisturised. 
Get that shining glow and deep hydration with every 
application. The Face Protector can be used by both 
men and women. 
Actives from USA
Vegan | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested  
| Preservative Free | Paraben Free | PETA certified  
| Conforms with UK and FDA regulations 
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MY GO-TO PARTNER
Revolutionary 3-in-1 magical cleanser
MGP001 
COMING SOON 
This transforming 3-in-1 Balm-Oil-Milk gives an 
instant super soft and dewy complexion after you 
are done with the day! The everyday cleanser with 
smart MAGIC-6 formula is loaded with skin-loving 
ingredients. It cleanses off dirt and grime, detoxifies 
skin from all traces of makeup and floods it with 
moisture. It is also a perfect Go-To Partner to remove 
traces of makeup. The pearly-gold balm contains  
VITIS VITA, extracted from organically harvested 
aglianico grape marc extract, a special ingredient  
from the Italian wine industry that offers a triple  
anti-ageing effect.
Contents made in Switzerland
Vegan | 100% Vegetarian | Cruelty Free  
| Dermatologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK and FDA regulations
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STROLLING IN THE FRENCH 
RIVIERA
Face and body refreshing mist
CRM001
The refreshing mist contains a fine blend of 100%  
pure rose water and green tea extracts, along with 
Vitamin C and E which work together to hydrate, 
nourish and balance skin’s pH levels. One spray of 
mist provides long-lasting hydration and supports 
moisture balance for face and body. It contains  
aloe vera extract and lavender to calm and soothe  
the skin for a perfect skincare ritual. The mist tones 
and refreshes the skin for a rejuvenated complexion. 
It can be used as a refreshing facial fragrance by both 
men and women.
Vegan | 100% Vegetarian | Cruelty Free  
| Dermatologically Tested | Preservative Free  
| Paraben Free | PETA Certified  
| Conforms with UK and FDA regulations

SCENT OF AN INDIAN TEMPLE
Face and body refreshing mist
CMG001
The Scent of an Indian Temple is a refreshing  
mogra mist containing a divine infusion of 100% pure 
mogra water, cherry fruit water, apple water to soothe, 
hydrate and firm up skin. The green tea extract in 
the mist provides anti-oxidant protection. One spray 
of mist tones and refreshes skin for a rejuvenated 
complexion. It provides long-lasting hydration and 
supports moisture balance for face and body.  
The aloe vera extract and lavender calms and soothes 
skin for a perfect skincare ritual. It can be used as a 
refreshing facial fragrance by both men and women.
Now say yes to radiant and glowing skin all day! 
Vegan | 100% Vegetarian | Cruelty Free  
| Dermatologically Tested | Preservative Free  
| Paraben Free | PETA Certified  
| Conforms with UK and FDA regulations
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SINFUL MATTE LIPCOLOR
Addictive powder matte magic
With matte so rich, so silky, so light, so bold ~ it is 
truly sinful for the lips! The revolutionary formula with 
mesmerising powder matte finish creates the lightest 
veil of full colour in one magical stroke. The sensually 
creamy lip colours are formulated with optical diffusers 
that blur the appearance of imperfections on the lips 
and give them a smoother appearance! Don’t miss out 
on this revolutionary lipstick formula with a modern 
powder matte finish. Really, matte shouldn’t be this 
addictive. Explore a stunning range of 16 lipstick 
shades.
Contents made in Italy 
Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| PETA Certified

Sin - MML001

Envious - MML005

Lustful - MML006

Sultry - MML007

Sexy - MML012

Stripped - MML016

Do Me Darling! - MML022

Unspeakable - MML024

Devilish - MML002*
Kinky - MML013*
Corset - MML017*
XXX - MML018*
Mistress - MML025*
Foreplay - MML026*
Dirty Date - MML027*
Hickey - MML028*

*COMING SOON
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VELVET MATTE LIPSTICK 
Satin matte richness
A matte lipstick that feels like velvet! The unique 2-in-1 
formula glides smoothly on your lips rendering creamy 
texture and a matte finish. The highly pigmented, 
smudge-proof formula lasts up to 5 hours, so that 
you can flaunt the ultra-chic glam without a touch-up. 
Enriched with Vitamin E, jojoba oils and shea butter,  
it continues to moisturise while your lips do the talking. 
The lip colour also protects your lips from the dangers 
of sun exposure, as it comes with broad-spectrum  
sun protection. Indulge in the richness of mattes; 
choose from the addictive lipstick shades and  
get red carpet ready in seconds!
Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested  
| Conforms with UK and FDA regulations

Hot Hot Hot - VMLN001 

On D Stage! - VMLN103 

Sultry Pink - VMLN008

Oh My Magenta - VMLN085

Passion - VMLN005*
Pure Innocence - VMLN012*
Rum Raisin - VMLN041*
Bare - VMLN058*
Peach Crush - VMLN059*
Shy Cherry - VMLN063*
High Tea 1 - VMLN077*
Crème Cup - VMLN078*
Hearts & Tarts Lip - VMLN080*
Over The Top Lip - VMLN081*
Demure 1 - VMLN082*
All Fired Up - VMLN083*
Fushia Fix - VMLN084*
Heart Heating - VMLN091*
Deep Fantasy - VMLN092*
Wanna Be - VMLN098*
Way Beyond - VMLN109*
Check Mate - VMLN111**

*COMING SOON
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MATTE ME AS I AM LIPCOLOR
Transfer-proof soft matte
Intense moisture meets rich matte! A single stroke is 
all you need for luscious creaminess in a light-weight 
texture. The smudge-proof formula with soft matte 
finish lasts up to 6 hours. Enriched with corn-starch, 
rice starch, silica and smoothening oils to moisturise 
and condition the lips, glide through the day and let 
your lips walk the talk!
Contents made in Germany
Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested | Paraben Free

Prank 
MTMN001

Sabotage 
MTMN002

Trick 
MTMN003

Jinks 
MTMN004

Outrage 
MTMN005

Jest 
MTMN007

Leap 
MTMN013

Cave-in 
MTMN014

Devilry 
MTMN018

Stunt 
MTMN006*
Stroke 
MTMN015*

*COMING SOON
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CRÈME ME AS I AM LIPCOLOR
In-built prime and shine
The first ever creamy lip colour with in-built primer  
is a sculpting elixir to bring out the diva in you.  
The ultra-smooth and feather light formula gives  
full colour payoff with water shine effect. These next 
generation lip colours have a built-in primer that prep 
up your lips for long-lasting colour. It glides smoothly, 
instantly shaping the lips. The vibrant colour and wet 
shine finish feels rich and soft and is infused with 
moisturising ingredients. The lip colour has a balanced 
mix of high melting point waxes that makes it  
smudge-proof and fade-proof. It comes with a special 
bullet for precise application and comfortable long 
lasting wear. The lip colours are dermatologically 
tested and suitable for all skin types. Load up your  
lips with luxurious hues and bring on the night of 
vibrant richness! 
Contents made in Italy 
Vegan | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested  
| Paraben Free | PETA Certified  
| Conforms with UK and FDA regulations
 

Quicky - CGL001

Fan Girl - CGL002

Fir - CGL003

After Work - CGL004

Delicacy - CGL005

Bella - CGL006

Donna - CGL007

Admiral - CGL008

Sherry - CGL009

Tenderly - CGL010
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KISS PROOF LIP STAIN
Weightless transfer-proof liquid lipstick
The liquid-based lip stain endures anything from the 
messiest meal to the most passionate kiss. 
The transfer-proof and smudge-proof colours render 
soft and smooth texture. The revolutionary lip stain 
glides on like velvet and turns matte as it dries. 
Enriched with Vitamin E to moisturise lips, this all-day 
colour will leave you feeling as if you are wearing 
nothing! 
Contents made in Italy 
Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK, EU, Japan and FDA Regulations

Hollywood - DPG001

Blush Crush - DPG004

Mauve Dusk - DPG006

Haute Latte - DPG007

Stinking Rich - DPG010

Push Up - DPG012*

*COMING SOON
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DEFINER LIP LINER
Transfer-proof, waterproof, smudge-proof love
Ultra-long-lasting liner that glides weightlessly  
to stay forever! The waterproof and smudge-proof  
liner delivers rich colour and an intense matte finish.  
A single stroke is all you need to make your lips 
appear instantly full of life!
Made in Czech Republic
Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK and FDA regulations

LIP PRIME & CARE
Prime, hydrate and care promise 
LPC001
A power packed 2-in-1 formula that hydrates like a lip 
balm and acts as a lip primer over lip colour!  
You can layer up ultra-creamy and non-greasy lip balm 
on your lipstick to prevent it from cracking. Its unique 
pigment-binding formula increases the durability of 
the lip colour, making it ultra-long-lasting. Enriched 
with Vitamins E and C to nourish and protect lips, the 
primer ensures your lip colour lasts longer. Use it as a 
lip primer or use it as a lip balm throughout the day  
to moisturise lips, protect lips from discolouration,  
and fight signs of ageing.
Made in Germany
Cruelty Free| Dermatologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK, US, EU, Japan and FDA 
regulations

Summer Pink 
DLLN003

Berry Rose 
DLLN004

Creamy Nude 
DLLN006

Perfect Maroon 
DLLN012

Chocolate Brown  
DLLN014

Rosy Red 
DLLN002*

Pure Vino 
DLLN017*

*COMING SOON
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STARLIT LIP GLOSS
Sheer and shine bomb
Pump up the glamour with the lip gloss, which delivers 
high pigment finish for long wear shine. The dreamy 
light-reflecting formula gives your lips a velvety lustre, 
which is multi-dimensional. Enriched with lotus flower 
extract, it gives soothing, anti-oxidant and anti-ageing 
benefits. The gloss is ideal for layering over lipstick,  
or for loading up the glamour from desk to disco! 
Get that supermodel sultry pout with super light and 
silky smooth texture. Layer up on lipstick or wear on 
its own for fabulously-kissable lips!
Contents made in Italy 
Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK, Japan and FDA regulations

Glare - RLG001

Lustre - RLG002

Glitzy - RLG003

Ray - RLG004

Shimmy - RLG005

Burst - RLG006
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MESMEREYES KAJAL
Blackest black
Steal the show with long lasting mesmerising gaze 
with the kajal that lasts up to 10 hours, without 
smudging or creasing. The rich formulation contains 
natural goodness of hyaluronic acid, Vitamins E, C  
and B3. One swipe conditions and moisturises skin  
to promote cell turnover, while layering intense  
colour on your eyelids. 
Made in Germany 
Vegan | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested  
| Ophthalmologically Tested | Paraben Free | Conforms 
with UK, EU, US, Japan and FDA regulations

Black Rose 
MEK001
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ULTIMATE EYELINER 
Runaway worthy flexible felt tip
Bring out your inner doodler and grab the  
Ultimate Eyeliner, the ultimate sketch pen for  
your eyes. This easy-to-use sketch pen eyeliner is 
waterproof, transfer-proof and lasts up to 16 hours.  
Its high-pigment formula effortlessly delivers a rich 
definition so you that can go forth and draw  
a masterpiece. 
Made in Germany
Vegan | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested  
| Ophthalmologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK, EU, Japan and FDA regulations

Ultimate Black 
UELNR001
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ALL-MATTE EYELINER
Pure matte 16hrs stay
Kiss goodbye to all the eyeliner woes! The magic 
liquid liner dries quickly to render ultimate matte finish. 
Flaunt your eyes with highly pigmented liner that 
delivers intense colour lasting up to 16 hours.  
The high-performance eyeliner is waterproof,  
smudge-proof and doesn’t flake or crease.  
The eyeliner’s pro applicator delivers the deepest 
pigment with the smoothest glide for the sultry look! 
Made in Germany
Vegan | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested  
| Ophthalmologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK, US, EU, Japan and FDA 
regulations

Matte Blue 
AME003

Matte Black 
AME001
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JUST SMOKY KAJAL
Revolutionary 3-in-1 eyeliner, kajal, eyeshadow
Transform your eyes effortlessly with high-pigment 
matte colour that lasts up to 12 hours. The soft and 
velvety texture glides smoothly onto lids for even 
application. The waterproof, smudge-proof and  
transfer-resistant formula leaves you worry free.  
Go smoky or sultry with the built-in smudger that 
allows you to play with the intensity of the look.  
Use it as a kajal, eyeliner and eyeshadow for  
high-pigment colour and turn up the drama  
with every blend.
Made in Germany
Vegan | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested  
| Ophthalmologically Tested | Paraben Free | Conforms 
with UK, US, EU, Japan and FDA regulations 

Just Brown 
JSPN006*

Just Marsala 
JSPN008*

Just Denim 
JSPN009*

Just Black 
JSPN001

Just Blue 
JSPN005

Just Teal 
JSPN004*

*COMING SOON
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INFINITE 24HRS EYELINER
Vinyl glow 24hrs stay
A formula with colour so intense that it lasts  
up to 24 hours, and that too with just one stroke! 
Infinite 24hrs Eyeliner is a revolutionary product  
with a long, smudge-proof stay in a single application.  
It comes off easily with warm water or makeup 
remover. The eyeliner dries quickly to deliver a  
high-gloss finish.
Made in Germany
Vegan | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested  
| Ophthalmologically Tested | Paraben Free | Conforms 
with UK, US, EU, Japan and FDA regulations

Infinite Blue 
IHE003

Infinite Black 
IHE001
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ZOOM & WHOOSH MASCARA
2-in-1 magical wand drama
Coat each lash with magnificent black and experience 
the magic of zoom for the day and whoosh for the 
night! The rich pigment delivers intense volume and 
length without flaking or bleeding. The crease-proof, 
smudge-proof and water-resistant mascara is suitable 
for those with sensitive eyes and for those wearing 
contact lenses. Go from everyday natural to intense 
drama with just one swipe!
Contents made in Italy 
Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested  
| Ophthalmologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK, EU, Japan and FDA regulations

CZWM001
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ACTIVE SWIMPROOF MASCARA
Beyond vision waterproof patented formula
Keep your lash agonies at bay while you take a deep 
plunge with truly water-proof mascara. The first-ever 
Active Swimproof Mascara holds up to everything from 
swimming to extreme sport to high humidity! 
A blacker than black high-impact definition mascara 
lasts for super long hours. The patented 3-sphere 
design brush reaches to every nook and corner 
leaving you with luscious lashes with natural volume. 
The argan oil, mango seed oil, panthenol formula 
moisturises and softens lashes while you focus  
on your active lifestyle. 
Made in Germany
Vegan | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested 
| Paraben Free | PETA certified

Dive In 
ASM001
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I-GLIDE EYE PENCIL
Mega pigmented award-winning formula
Experience the magic of an award-winning pencil, 
which serves as an eye pencil and an eyeshadow.  
The waterproof pencil leaves long lasting intense 
colour with a creamy feel that stays on for 8 hours. 
Formulated with moisturising ingredients, glide it  
once and let your eyes do all the talking! 
Made in Germany
Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested  
| Ophthalmologically Tested | Paraben Free | Conforms 
with UK, US, EU, Japan and FDA regulations

Cocobar 
IGLNN002

Electra 
IGLNN004

Blackout 
IGLNN006

Flirty Turq 
IGLNN007

Sterling Silver 
IGLNN019

Jaded 
IGLNN003*

Coal Mine 
IGLNN009*

Glowing Sapphire 
IGLNN010*

Peacock Throne 
IGLNN014*

Emerald Charm 
IGLNN016*

*COMING SOON
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ALL-ROUNDER PENCIL
3-in-1 lip liner, eyeliner, kajal
A real All-Rounder, which does the work of 3! Brighten 
up your eyes like never before with the 3-in-1 pencil, 
which can be used as kajal, eyeliner and a lip liner.  
The high pigmented kajal lasts up to 16 hours whereas 
intense matte finish lip application lasts up to 8 hours. 
The waterproof and smudge-proof pencil is handy  
and safe for those with sensitive eyes and for those 
who wear contact lenses. 
Made in Germany 
Cruelty Free | Ophthalmologically Tested  
| Paraben Free | Conforms with UK, EU, Japan  
and FDA regulations

Blingy Bronze - ARP001

Rich Ruby - ARP002

Innocent White - ARP005

Sexy Silhouette - ARP009*

Pitch Black - ARP010*

*COMING SOON
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STUNNING BROW PENCIL
Design and tame blendable formula
For those breathtaking brows, just fill it and brush 
it! The pencil comes with built-in brush that gently 
massages to stimulate growth of scanty brows.  
The smudge-proof, all-day formula leaves you  
free from any touch up time. 
Made in Czech Republic
Vegan | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested  
| Ophthalmologically Tested | Paraben Free | Conforms 
with UK, US, EU, Japan and FDA regulations

Chestnut 
SBPN001
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PRO 12-in-1 EYESHADOW 
PALETTE
Ultra blendable versatile shadows
An opulent palette full of luxurious and silky-smooth 
textures to complement any look that you desire!  
The double coating technology ensures the smooth 
velvety texture effortlessly melts into your eyelid skin 
rendering seamless payoffs. It includes a vegan and 
cruelty-free double-ended eyeshadow brush. 
Pamper yourself with exquisite shades and let those  
light-reflecting pearls unleash intense shimmer. 
Contents made in Italy 
Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| PETA certified | Conforms with UK, US and FDA 
regulations

Just Nude Eyeshadow Palette - CEK001

Berry Blush Eyeshadow Palette - CEK002

Nectar Crush Eyeshadow Palette - CEK003
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MOON LAVA EYESHADOW
One stroke eye glam
Get 3D metallic shine with the magical liquid glow 
eyeshadow that is sure to turn a few heads! 
The 2-in-1 formula works as eyeliner as well as an 
eyeshadow. With minimal fallout, it’s sure to keep  
you shining bright all night long. The lightweight  
water infused formula locks in the sparkle leaving  
your lids bursting with glitter! 
Contents made in Italy
Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested  
| Ophthalmologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK, EU, Japan and FDA regulations

Starry - MLE001

Orion - MLE002

Galaxy - MLE005
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BEWITCHING EYESHADOW 
PALETTE
Perfect eye game
Add drama to your eye routine with high-impact 
shades for full colour release. Glam up your  
eye-game with the ultra-luxe eyeshadow palette, 
with high intensity shades that are perfect for a day 
diva look to a night glam beauty. The long-lasting, 
velvety formula glides easily and blends well to deliver 
a vibrant pop of colour. The palette consists of four 
highly pigmented and long-lasting eye colours.  
Rely on the magic of ultra-luxe shadow palette  
for those ultra-glam events!
Contents made in Italy
Vegan | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested  
| Paraben Free | PETA certified | Conforms with UK,  
US and FDA regulations

P.S. I love you 
BEP001

Eternal Sunshine 
BEP002

Midsummer Breeze 
BEP003

Midnight Kiss 
BEP004
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24HRS WEIGHTLESS LIQUID 
FOUNDATION
Climate-adaptive 24hrs stay
A first-of-its-kind hydrating long wear foundation that 
delivers it all; with comfortable medium to full buildable 
coverage, 24 hours staying power and natural finish 
perfect for normal to dry skin. Suitable for all skin 
types, the liquid formulations range comes with one  
of the largest shade portfolios in the world. Light as air 
with satin natural finish, it also locks in moisture and 
hydration to give you instant flawless skin, shine free 
coverage and luminous glow.
Made with climate-adaptive technology that is 
resistant to sweat and humidity, a single coat of  
oil-free and radiant weightless liquid foundation  
is enough to last for a long day!
Contents made in Italy
Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested | Preservative 
Free | Paraben Free | Conforms with UK, EU, Japan 
and FDA regulations 

*COMING SOON

FW 1.1 
FD001  

FW 2.1 
FD005  

FC 3.1 
FD009  

FW 3.3 
FD011  

FC 4.1 
FD012  

FC 4.2 
FD013  

FW 4.3 
FD014  

FW 4.4 
FD015  

FC 6.2 
FD021  

FC 6.3 
FD022

FW 1.2 
FD002*
FW 1.3 
FD003*

FW 1.4 
FD004*
FC 2.2 
FD006*

FW 2.3 
FD007*

FC 3.2 
FD010*
FW 5.1 
FD016*

FW 5.2 
FD017*

FC 7.1 
FD024*
FW 7.2 
FD025*

FW 8.1 
FD027*
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24HRS WEAR WEIGHTLESS 
POWDER FOUNDATION
Game changing foundation in powder format
The sweat-proof and humidity resistant formula 
reduces appearance of pores and gives even tone 
to your skin. One of the largest shade portfolios in 
the world, the compact range complements all those 
ground breaking shades of foundations. 
The all-inclusive, non-fading, non-streaking and  
non-cakey foundation leaves the skin even and deeply 
moisturised. With its long-lasting finish, flaunt flawless 
complexion that goes on for hours! 
Made in Italy
Vegan | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested  
| Paraben Free | Preservative Free | PETA certified
 

PF 1 
PF001

PF 2 
PF002

PF 4 
PF004

PF 6 
PF006

PF 7 
PF007

PF 9 
PF009

PF 11 
PF011

PF 3 
PF003*

PF 5 
PF005*

PF 10 
PF010*

PF 13 
PF013*

*COMING SOON
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SHIMMER BAR
Double patented extruded baked technology
COMING SOON 
Bring out your inner goddess with the Shimmer Bar 
with five multi-tasking shades that let you colour, 
bronze and highlight with a single compact. 
The pressed powder texture contains micro-fine 
luminous pearls that reflect light to blur imperfections, 
to give a lit-from-within glow. The lightweight 
texture allows for a velvety soft application. It is 
dermatologically tested and is suitable for all skin 
types. 
Made in Italy 
Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK, EU, Japan and FDA regulations

Rose Glow - CSB001

Bronze Glow - CSB002

Nectar Glow - CSB003
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 FLAWLESS FINISH PRIMER
Smoothest velvety base 
FFP001
A luxurious face primer that creates a beautiful canvas 
for your makeup. It prepares the base for makeup, 
makes pores appear smaller and renders fresh and 
hydrated feel to your skin. 
For instant luminosity and sensational velvety 
finish, use it alone for a natural look or layer it with 
a foundation for flawless looking skin. Infused with 
silicone and glycerine, this fast-absorbing formula 
melts into the skin, giving it a silky-smooth feel.  
It is recommended for all skin types. 
Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK and FDA regulations
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FLAWLESS TOUCH CONTOUR  
AND HIGHLIGHTER KIT 
Transforming 2-in-1 multifunctional kit
Transform your features with the contouring duo, 
which comes with semi-matte bronzer and pearly 
highlighter. Go for a naturally sculpted look with the 
highlighter enhanced by advanced optical technology 
that blurs the appearance of imperfections. 
The contouring powder contains light esters that 
condition the skin. The lightweight, blendable 
highlighter settles into fine lines and wrinkles to give  
an even appearance to the skin. Get the depth, 
dimension and flawless finish with every stroke  
of lightweight texture! 
Contents made in Italy 
Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK, US, EU, Japan and FDA 
regulations

FTCH001 
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GLOW CRAZY PALETTE
All-in-one light reflecting hues
Unlock the natural glow of skin and enhance your  
facial features with the 2-in-1 duo! The blusher 
accentuates the natural contours of cheekbones with 
radiant colour and brightens the skin, giving it a glowing 
metallic finish. The highlighter lets you customise the 
glow suitable for the mood and for the day. The long 
wearing formula is enriched with Vitamin E. 
The light-reflecting properties with multiple hues  
deliver pure, pristine intensity and ultra-lightweight 
texture, leaving you shining like a natural diva! 
Vegan | Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested  
| Preservative Free | Paraben Free | PETA certified 
| Conforms with UK and FDA regulations

Bombshell - GCP001

Stunner - GCP002
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CHEEKILLUSION BLUSH 
Light reflecting selfie blusher
COMING SOON 
Immerse your cheeks in luxurious and luminous colour.  
The lightweight, silky texture of Cheekillusion Blush 
hugs the cheeks with a velvet touch. Blend and build  
to your heart’s content, so that you can go from a 
healthy glow to having too much fun in one little 
compact. Extreme adhesion power makes the blush 
long-lasting and smudge-proof. It is dermatologically 
tested and suitable for all skin types.
Contents made in Italy 
Cruelty Free | Dermatologically Tested | Paraben Free  
| Conforms with UK, US, EU, Japan and FDA 
regulations

Coral Craving 
BLCN009

Everything’s Rosy 
BLCN010

Bronzing Glaze 
BLCN011

Earthy Touch 
BLCN012

Rosey Peach 
BLCN013

Coral Bliss 
BLCN014

Sweet Scarlet 
BLCN016
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PRO POWDER BRUSH 
PZBRN001
Round and densely packed natural fibre brush is ideal 
for dusting right amount of powder on skin. It gives 
flawless airbrushed effect to the face.

PRO DUO FIBER BRUSH 
PZBRN003
Multi-tasking facial brush with blend of white synthetic 
fibres and black goat hair bristles that blend every 
texture to give natural finish.

PRO BLUSH BRUSH
PZBRN004
Blush brush with tapered tip is perfect for blending 
powder along the contours of cheeks to give a truly 
sculpted look.

PRO EYESHADOW BRUSH
PZBRN005
Densely-packed shadow brush with natural white 
goat hair bristles, which allows even and smooth 
application over eyelids. 

PRO CONCEALER BRUSH
PZBRN011
Densely-packed concealer brush with natural white 
goat hair bristles, which fit the curves of under-eye  
for even coverage

PRO CONTOURING BRUSH
PZBRN012
An angled brush with natural goat hair bristles  
is perfect for applying highlighters and bronzers.  
The ultra-soft fibres blend out the product  
for precise application.

PRO CREASE BRUSH
PZBRN013
Small size of the brush and downward taper perfectly 
fits the contour of crease for a precise and even 
shadow application.

PRO EYE SMUDGER BRUSH 
PZBRN015 
Multi-tasking pencil-shaped brush with fine natural 
fibres is ideal for defining eye crease. It makes it easier 
to highlight inner corners of eyes, smudge eyeliner  
and blend eyeshadow. The brush is a perfect 
accessory for creating smoky eyes. 
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LIPS & LASHES 
Play wicked
COMING SOON
Be the sexy siren. Let the playful colours come  
together with the sultry lips and lashes to make an 
unforgettable style statement. Exclusively crafted for  
the vibrant, irreverent and fashion forward woman.
Box Pouch (Set Of Two) - Black - XPS256 
Pouch and Vanity (Set Of Two) - White + Blush Pink - XPS259

SAFARI
The wild side of style
COMING SOON 
The Safari collection’s wildlife inspired patterns  
add a touch of bold elegance, making you steal the 
spotlight wherever you go. Exclusively crafted for the 
vibrant, irreverent and fashion forward woman.
Big Flat Pouch Multi - XPS260  
Small Flat Pouch Multi - XPS261

FRIENDS FOREVER
By your side
COMING SOON 
Effortlessly flaunt your style with these ultrachic 
crossbody bags. Your BFF for every mood, occasion 
and season. 
The Classic Crossbody - Tan - XPS263  
The Classic Crossbody - Olive - XPS264

CLEAR FUN
Step out in style
COMING SOON 
Exclusively crafted for the vibrant, irreverent and fashion 
forward woman.
The Beach Tote - Black - XPS265
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PRO EYELASHES 
Rewear 20 times
Steal the show with mesmerising lashes!  
The lightweight 3D faux natural silk eyelashes  
are long-lasting and can be worn up to 20 times.  
Available in different thicknesses for subtle,  
soft-to-flirty, dramatic look, they work well  
as daily wear or for those special nights. 

You Complete Me - CPE001

Strike A Pose - CPE002

Lash In The City - CPE003

Full Nite Out - CPE004 

SHOWSTOPPER EYELASH CURLER
No harm curler
ZAEC008
The curler comes with a cushioned grip that gives  
total control for hassle-free curling of false lashes.

WOW BROWS FLAT TIP TWEEZER
Tip safe 
ZACC002
Crafted with 100% stainless steel, the tweezer  
comes with flat tips with angled edges, which help  
to precisely pick and pluck individual hair.

PRO TIP SHARPENER
Perfect tip
PTS001
Professional-grade sharpener constructed with carbon 
steel blade sharpens pencils for a perfect pointed tip.
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ON THE GO MAKEUP 
REMOVER WIPES
Removes waterproof makeup
CRWN002
A makeup essential infused with aloe vera, chamomile 
and glycerine, it hydrates and nourishes skin while 
removing all traces of dirt, grime and makeup.

BLEND-ITUDE MAKEUP SPONGE
Next-gen blender
ZACC029
A next-gen makeup tool gives even blend without 
absorbing excess product.

WELL IN SHAPE CRYSTAL FILER
Pure glass filer 
ZACC030
Crystal filer that smoothens tips of nails and prevent 
them from chipping.

KOSHER JADE ROLLER
Pure stone therapy
JR001
A facial roller used in ancient beauty ritual, is known 
for relaxing and de-stressing facial muscles. 
Crafted with naturally sourced Jade stone, it eases 
facial muscle tension, improves skin elasticity, 
increases micro-circulation and minimises puffiness 
and fine lines. The ergonomic handle allows a 
comfortable hold.
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VEGAN NAIL LACQUER
Double patented safest 21 free formula
COMING SOON
After bagging two Guinness World Records, 
Colorbar is now set to achieve more and beyond 
with a whole new take on giving back to Mother 
Earth.
Say hello to the World’s cleanest nail lacquer with 
everlasting sustainable promise! Colorbar is proud 
to introduce one of its largest launches; palette with 
whopping 50 gorgeous lacquer shades ensuring 
none of you have to ever compromise!
The new patented Vegan Nail Lacquer is 21 Free* 
formula which does not contain any harmful 
ingredients. The non-toxic, non-carcinogenic,  
non-yellowing and non-chipping paint is enhanced  
with nourishment of Biotin and Calcium essential  
for nail growth and nail strength. The fast-drying  
and long-lasting 73% plant based lacquer in fact 
nourishes your nails, keeping dryness at bay with 
every coat. 
It prevents nails from chipping and splitting. 
Keeping up with eco-friendly design, plastic caps 
have been replaced with bio-safe caps made of 
50% wood. 
We have raised the bar for the International 
Standard of clean beauty by formulating a totally 
inclusive lacquer without any bad bits. With the 
lacquer so clean, suitable for sensitive skin and 
even pregnant women, it is the closest you can get 
to a plant powered manicure! And with this, we take 
a bow while you flaunt your fingers with high-gloss 
shiny tips!

*21 Free formula: The Vegan Nail Lacquer is free 
from an exhaustive list of harmful ingredients, which 
go in making traditional nail paints. True to its 100% 
Clean Beauty initiative towards Green Environment, 
Colorbar Vegan Lacquer is free from animal 
derivatives, acetone, formaldehydes, parabens, 
toluene, MEK, benzene, xylene, methyl, camphor, 
phlates, cyclic silicon, glycol ethens, hydilo quinone, 
4-methoxyphenol, triphenyl phosphates, nonyl 
phenols, betyl hydroxyperoxide, chromium oxides, 
synthetic fragrances and more. These chemicals 
and derivatives are known to cause harm to most  
of your vital organs. Bet you didn’t even know how 
toxic traditional nail paints are! 
Formulated in Europe
Vegan I Cruelty Free I Earth Friendly I Biosafe and  
Eco-friendly Packaging (less plastic and 50% wood)  
I Non-yellowing I Non-carcinogenic I Non-chipping 
| Conforms with UK and FDA regulations

Cosmetics items duly notified with OPSS. 
Despite every effort to provide accurate images of each product’s colour and design, the actual colours of products and designs may vary slightly.

Product colour may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources.
Digital images of the shade may vary slightly from the actual product shade. This can happen since high-resolution images are compressed to 

load on the website and catalog and that might slightly change the shades tone or finish on the digital screen and in catalog.90 91


